TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
PKM/M84 General-Purpose Machine Gun cal. 7,62x54R
Main Characteristics: The Zastava M84 is a general-purpose infantry machine gun developed and
manufactured by Yugoslav Zastava Arms company. Generally, the M84 is almost a direct copy of the
Soviet PKM general-purpose machine gun, the sole difference being in stock, which is not hollowed like
on the original and is made out of a different wood type as well as in different type of muzzle brake
geometry. The Zastava M84 chambers and fires the standard 7,62x54R ammunition. It is a gas-operated,
air-cooled, belt-fed with box magazine fully automatic shoulder fired weapon with a fixed stock. The
Zastava M84 is also configured for tripod mounting (like the PKS) and comes with a scope mount (like the
PKMSN). The barrel is made by cold forging, the interior is chrome plated, which guarantees its long
service life and steady ballistic characteristics. In heavy duty, for cooling purposes, the barrel is easily
disassembled and replaced with the spare one. Gas flow regulator provides reliable functioning in all
environments and gun has rotating bolt locking system and folding bipod. Ammunition boxes for 100 and
250 rounds belts can be attached to the receiver of the machine gun.

PKM/M84 General-Purpose Machine Gun Basic Tactical-Technical Characteristics
Machine gun Type
Automatic General-Purpose Machine Gun
Machine gun Producer
Zastava Arms – Serbia (Former Yugoslavia)
Caliber/Cartridge
Standard 7,62x54R
Weight of weapon
8,8 kg (without magazine)
Weapon Length
1 175 mm
Barrel Length
658 mm
Magazine capacity
Belt-fed with 100 and 250 round belts (detachable box magazine)
Rate of Fire
700 – 800 rounds/min (theoretical), 250 rounds/min (practical)
Muzzle velocity
825 m/s
Max. effective range
1.000 m

Standard Weapon Equipment & Accessories:
-

Machine gun with wooden stock and folding bipod
2 pcs of Small ammo boxes with 100-rounds belts
3 pcs of Large ammo boxes with 250-rounds belts
1 pc of Carrying weapon shoulder strap
1 pc of Water-proof carrying canvas bag
1 pc of cleaning-kit and tool-kit Carrying bag
1 pc of replaceable spare barrel with hand-grip
1 pc of Standard cleaning kit incl. cleaning rod, brush, oilcan and rag
Hand-operated belt loader (1 pc per 4 pcs of Machine gun)
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